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ABSTRACT
TT.e Military Sea Transportation Service is one of the
largest activities financed by an industrial fund. Its
operations under the Navy Industrial Fund have been credited
with millions of dollars of savings annually. The account-
ing theories and concepts underlying the M3TS accounting
system are discussed and their contributions to fund
accounting n^ted. The objectives of the Navy Indus trial
Fund as they pertain to MSTS are developed. Financial data
are analyzed and conclusions drawn based on the ability of
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
Governmental economists have long been concc rned with
the means of increasing efficiency in governmental onera-
tions. A large portion of the effort along this line has
been centered around the various devices for simulating a
market-and-price system in government operations. Consider-.
able success has been claimed through the use of the various
industrial funds. The Military Sea Transportation Service
is one of the largest organizations financed under the Navy
Industrial Fund.
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the -problem . It is the purnose of this
study to determine the objectives of industrial funds and
the extent that the Military Sea Transportation Service has
met these objectives in its financial operations.
Importance of the study . Hitch and McKean in The
Economics of Defense in the Uuclear Age^-, estimated the
annual savings since commencing operations under the Navy
Industrial Fund at one hundred million dollars annually.
KJharles J. Hitch and Roland N. McKean, The Economics




2There la little doubt tl at operations of MSTS under the Navy
Industrial Fund have saved large amounts of money in the
total defense effort, but that the internal operations of
MSTS have become more efficient is not readily apparent.
II. DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
MSTS nucleus ships . The MSTS nucleus fleet is made
up of ships o-wned by the United States Government and
operated by MSTS. It contains commissioned U. S. Navy ships
manned by Naval officers and men. The bulk of the nucleus
fleet is made up of other government owned ships in service
but not in commission. They are manned either by Civil Ser-
vice marine personnel or operated for MSTS by commercial
skipping companies and manned by merchant seamen.
Time charters
. Time charters are commercial tramp
ships contracted for as carriers for a period of time. They
do not follow fixed schedules but operate whenever they find
it most advantageous.
Voy ag e ch a rt e r
s
. Voyage charters are the same as
time, charters except that the ships are contracted for only
a single voyage or series of voyages instead of for a fixed
period of time.
Berth services
. Berth services are those which hold
themselves out as common carriers for cargo and/or

3;era on established routes, obseryj i egularly adver-
tised schedules.
III. REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE
Lyon defines an industrial fund as financing "by a
revolving fund which oays all costs of making a product or
performing a service and which is repaid, after completion
of a task, from appropriated funds. "^ lie points out that
the use of an industrial fund for financing an activity is
accompanied by the introduction of double entry, accrual
accounting patterned after systems used in private industry.
The industrial fund simplifies funding of governmental
agencies by permitting all charges (including overhead) to
be made initially to one fund, allowing overhead to be
inistered flexibly and pro-rated to orders rather than
charged to separate appropriation limitations, and charging
appropriated funds by one total ccst for each order. 3 The
introduction of the industrial fund permits management and
accounting techniques such as engineered time standards,
standard cost/ cxiC. operating budgets to be employed by the
management of the activity. Another advantage claimed for
2
L. P. Lyon, Do We heed a Ree valuation of the





the industrial fund Is the ability to purchase and store
materials prior to use. This is a highly desirable point
for those installations using an extensive amount of non-
standard material .h-
lie joints out that many of the advantages claimed for
industrial funds are not truly advantageous over regular
appropriation accounting. Most of these accounting improve-
ments can be realized under either system of funding. The
advantage of simplified funding is only true for those
activities whose financing is quite complex. A number of
the military's industrial plants are financed principally by
only one or two allotments, not by many.-3 Lyon also notes
that Public Law £63 requires that government accounting
generally be on a double entry, accrual basis. "Engineered
time standards, standard cost, and operating budgets can
obviously be used, when desirable, with either method of
funding. 11" Lyon concludes by stating that industrial funds
should be considered for use when any of the following
exists
.
1. A true buyer-seller relationship.
2. There is a necessary complex funding pattern.
3. A definite need for extensive purchase of non-
standard materials for inventory.?
vj^lbid
., pp. 23-21].. 5 Ibid ., p. 23. 6 Ibid ., p. 2k
7 Ibid., p. 25.

Critics of the buyer-seller relationship have said,
. . . if the buyer cannot select his source of supply
or service on a fully competitive basis—either in house
or outside--there is no advantage in establishing buyer-
seller relationships. They were blind to any other
advantages of such a relationship .°
Buyer-seller relatirnships between industrial fund activi-
ties and their customers are not the same as between
private enterprises. Even though the freedom of choice is
restricted, the contractual nature of the relationship pro-
vides real value in the execution of the work to be done by
the producer.
9
Customers of industrial fund activities serve as
critics cf the activity's operations and through their crit-
icisms bring about economies of operation that would net
occur under appropriation funding. Stone claims that this
criticism has been quite effective in the past, but there is
still much that can be done to improve future operations.
If all customers of fund activities x-jould fulfill their
responsibilities as bu;yers by being specific as to require-
ments and critical of -performance slid, costs, the incentives
for better management of the industrial activities would
induce greater improvements in performance end cost savings
than directives or commands from higher echelons could ever
°F. E. Stone, "Economy In Industrial and Commercial
Tyre Activities Postered By Use of Revolving Funds," The




The working capital fund is essentially a device
developed to identify tie responsibility for using resources
in operations where there is a continuous selection among
optional ways of carrying out activities.
Essentially a governmental buyer-seller unit is an
attempt to impose on a sprawling network of military
units the coordination and constraints that a business
firm participates in meting cut to economic units
(resource-owners and consumers) in a market ....
And it is with this respect to this role that it should
be evaluated.il
Doctor Brec vner contends that in conducting the evaluation,
"the critical question concerns the extent to which it
parallels the responsibility borne by decision-makers com-
peting for resources in a market environment" .1^ The buyer-
seller device should be examined against the following
tests
:
1. Does it provide appropriate restraints on the
principal resource users?;
2. Does it provide appropriate information to signal
and guide decisions that yield responsive adjust-
ments in the flow of resources among interdependent
activities?
3. Does it provide appropriate inducements . . . (a)
to motivate the adjustment decisions with respect to
IQ lbid
., p. 18
ftorman Brec vner, Government Efficienc; end the
Military Buyer- Seller Device (Santa Monica: The Rand Corpor-
ation, 1959), p. Ij..
12Ibid., p. 1$.

the types and quantities of material that flews
toward various uses, and (b) to foster cost mini-
mizing behavior Xvrithin the management device itself,
by means other than diluting the services offered
the sheltered seller? Does it yield an appropriate
review- and-appraisal criterion?
br . Will its observable results provide appropriate
criteria and information for the decisions of
those who must periodically approve the large,
discreet grants of expenditure authority both to
the buyer- seller institutions and to other military
units that purchase from them?13
Lieutenant Commander Boney examined MSTS operations
through I960. He concludes that operations can be improved
if Commander, Military Sea Transportation Service would be
granted authority tc establish temporary percentage tariff
revisions without nrior approval of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Comptroller). This would allow net income to be
adjusted more quickly to meet current trends. 1^4- He also
states, "An outrageous sura is being spent each year to eay
"civilians who man nucleus ships that should be oart of the
Navy and manned by Navy personnel . "15 Ee claims this is not
in line with getting the most for the dollar. "If we
require a nucleus fleet, then put it in the Navy, and let
private industry handle the shipping that could not be
Carried by the hard cere of Navy ships. "1° Lieutenant
13 Ibid., pp. 15-16
li|B. E. Boney, "An Analysis of MSTS as Single Manager
Under the Navy Industrial Fund," (Unpublished oaper, United
States Naval Postgraduate School, I960), -pp . 36-37.
l£lbid., p. 37. l6 Ibid.

8G ider Boney does not present data in his study to sup-
port either his statement er his recommendation.
Summary . The criteria developed for evaluating
industrial funds, in general, are net necessarily appro-
priate for evaluating MSTS. MSTS is a special type of
activity. It provides services, a large portion of which is
contracted for from commercial sources outside the gov rn-
ment, for other government agencies. The primary purpose
for its existence is to reduce the government's cost of
transporting personnel and cargo by eliminating duplication
of services. A buyer-seller relationship cannot exist in
the true sense unless there is competition and an inherent
duplication of services. There cannot be a monopoly and
free choice of supply simultaneously. MSTS is net a consu-
mer of resources. It cannot sponsor shipping on its own,
but Is an Intermediary in the procurement of shipping space
for those services that sponsor government shipping. Per
these reasons, new criteria must be developed and the




ACCOUNTING THEORY AND APPLICATION TC GOVERNMENT
Ail understanding of the theories and concepts under-
lying the Navy Industrial Fund is basic to an analysis of




Pronr i e t ary Th e o ry_ . Under this theory the proprietor
is the center of all accounting. The firm is viewed as
merely an extension of the personal finances of the proprie-
tor, lie is responsible legally and financially for the
actions of the firm. All assets and liabilities are the
property of the owner, and prise as the result of his deci-
sions and actions.^
Proprietary theory is the basis for two important
accounting concepts. Underlying proprietary theory is the
concept of owner's net worth. This concept provides the
foundation for the familiar balance sheet equation, Assets
— Liabilities + Net Worth. In order to retain the equality
J-The Proprietary and entity theory sections of this
study are the result of the gathering of information from
the many accounting texts read. Among the most influential
are The Handbooi : of Mo do rn Accounting Theory
, and The Fund




of the statement, any change in the values of one side of
the equation must result in a corresponding change of like
amount in the values on the same or opposite side. This
duality is the basis for a second important accounting
concent, the concept of the double entry. The concept of
double entry in asset, liability, and proprietary accounts
is extended to include revenue and expense accounts. The
same rule of duality applies, and any change in either the
revenue or expense accounts without a like change in the
other will result in a change in the net worth of the pro-
prietor. The change in proprietorship is a measure of
positive or negative income to the owner.
Entity Theory . The entity theory evolved out of
necessity from the proprietary theory with tl e coming of the
corporate form of organization. The proprietary theory was
no longer able to meet the needs of the new concept of cor-
porations. Corporations differ from proprietorships in the
concept of personality. Corporations are not viewed as mere
financial extensions of their owners but as separate legal
entities responsible for their own actions and debts. A
second difference between proprietorships and corporations
is the manner in which the firm is managed. Proprietorships
are almost always managed by their owners while corporations
generally are managed by professional managers who act for
the many owners (stockholders) of the firm. A third notion
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tl at separates the two forms of organization is the idea of
limited liability of corporation owners. Generally speaking
owners of corporations arc liable only to the extent of
their investments in the firm while proprietors are liable
for the firm's debts to the full extent of their personal
wealth
.
Under the entity theory, assets and liabilities are
viewed as the property and responsibility of the corporate
entity. The corporation is responsible to its owner's only
for the management of the resources they have entrusted to
it.
Assets are no longer viewed as the physical exist-
ence of property as they are under proprietary theory, but
are viewed as the costs applicable to services available for
future conversion and delivery to the market. The right
side of the balance sheet represents accountabilities to
owners and creditors for legal and equitable interests in
the corporation. Revenue is not viewed as an accretion of
proprietorship but as as acquisition of new assets bj com-
pleting transactions with customers.
Fund Theory . A fund, in the sense used here, is an
accounting unit organized for the accomplishment of a
specific, continuing objective, independent of the legal
pattern of organization.
Its accounts recognize not only all the asset items
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but also all the equities that pertain to that fund; in
addition, there are also present complete classifica-
tions of revenues, expenses, and income accounts. These
taken together, provide a general trial balance, com-
plete as to the operations covered by the definition of
the fund . 2
The notion of a fund is free from the thinking of person-
ality that is basic to both proprietary and entity theory,
and is not concerned with attitudes about valuation. Assets
and liabilities are thought of in terms of services.
"Assets are economic in nature; they arc embodiments of
future want satisfaction in the form of service potentials
that may be stored against future events. n3 "Equities are
viewed ... as restrictions that apply to assets in the
fund, which therefore condition the operations of the fund
as dictated by the management . "m-
Aecording to Vatter, there are three basic notions
that underlie the fund theory of accounting. They are the
following:
A fund was a means of limiting the area of attention
by defining the group of activities or operations with
which any one set of accounting records is concerned.
Secondly, it was pointed out that the basic requirements
of terminology--operational content and homogeneity of
substance—required the definition of assets in terms of
economic service .... Equities are restrictions that
applj to the assets that are present in a given fund;
equities are not legal liabilities, equitable claims, or
^William J. Vatter, The Fund Theory of Accounting and
Its Impli c ations for Financial Rep o r t
s
( Chi c ago : The Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 19l\.9), p. 12.
3 Ibid





Services are nut into a fund for a specific purpose,
to be directed toward the objectives specified in the pur-
pose of the fund. Expense is the draining off of services
to the designated objectives of the fund. Revenues are
additions of new assets to the fund differing from other
asset acquisitions in that they are completely free of
equity restrictions other than the residual equity of the
fund itself.
For the nuncses of .government, The National Commit-
tee on Municipal Accounting has defined a fund as follows:
A sum of money or other resources (gross or net) set
aside for the purpose of carrying on specific activities
or attaining certain objectives in accordance with
special regulations, restrictions, or limitations, and
constituting an independent fiscal avid accounting
entity.
&
The balance sheets of government funds contain a
comolete accounting of the fund's assets, liabilities, and
surpluses. There is no notion of equity in governmental
accounting. Assets include, in the case of Working Capital
Funds, fixed assets ftiO consumables. Depreciation should
not be taken unless cash in available for replacement.
5Ibid
., p. 22.
"Municipal A3 counting Statements (Chicago: National
Committee on Municipal Accounting, 191(.0 ) , p. 1. Quoted by
William J. Vatter, Theory of Accounting and Its Implications




Revenues are considered additions to assets which neither
increase any liability nor represent the recovery of an
expenditure, end the cancellation of liabilities without a
corresponding increase in other liabilities or a decrease in
assets. Vrtter summarized the gi neral uses rf fund account-
ing, the essential differences between the governmental
system and fund accounting as -practiced by commercial and
industrial activities as follows:
1. T; e fund, not some person connected with it, is
viewed as an entity.
2. Valuation, sc far as fund accounting is concerned,
is a minor issue; the absence of income emphasis
is largely responsible for this, but the imperson-
alness cf the entity notion obviously contributes
to the point of view.
3. Equities, er whatever the right hand balance sheet
items are called, are viewed as restrictions upon
assets, not as legal liabilities; this is true net
only as to surplus but also with respect to ap] rc-
priations and c omm i tm n t s
.
It.. The segr< gation of long-term from short-term items
is maintained in somewhat more definite ways when
fund accounting is employed. The funding of capital
assets, long-term investments, and the like is com-
mon practice in institutional nractice.
5. Fund accounting for institutions and governmental
agencies embraces certain procedures in reporting
operating data, and there are seme differences
between financial and Institutional concents of
revenue and. expense. These differences, however,
are largely matters of valuation or ef the degree
which the accrual basis of accounting is followed.
6. One of the distinctive features of fund accounting
is the absence of emphasis upon "net income" and





II. APPLICATIONS T< GOVERNM FT
The Navy Industrial Fund. The National Security Act
of 19)|7, as amended, authorizes the Secretary of Defense to
establish wording capital funds within the Department of
Defease. These funds are to provide working capital for
those commercial and industrial type activities that provide
common services within the Department. The Navy Industrial
Fund is established as a consolidated working capital fund.
Essentially the Industrial Fund is a buyer-seller
device designed tc pattern the operations of government
commercial-industrial activities aftei those of private
enterprise and to introduce like incentives to efficient
performance through buyer-seller relationships .'
The working capital fund is initially capitalized
Tilth a pre-determined amount of cash equal to that necessary
for operations until such time as the fund can became self-
contained. It then sells its output to service buyers,
ideally at cost, snd through reimbursement from users sus-
tains its operations without further appropriations cf
fVatter, op . cit
. , p. \\3»
"Appendix A contains a statement of the specific






Secretary nT Defense Project 121 identifies the man-
agement objectives of the buyer- seller relationships to be:
a. mo: c responsive performance t^ the needs of the
buyer activities when they otherwise would be unable
to negotiate and handicapDed in ordering the speci-
fic work or services to be furnished, by the fact
that they are not funded and able to pay for it.
This would require more effective programming, and
budgeting for the specific work or services required,
and improved flexibilit;/ in making program changes.
b. greater flexibility in varying the work force of an
industrial-ty^e or ccmrnercial-tyne activity directly
resoensive to work loads irrmesed. This can result
in lower unit costs < f production. Under the
budgetary relationship the work force tends to
stabilize without changes corresponding to varia-
tions in the workload, either up or down,
c. achievement of lower unit costs of production as a
result of the buyer's position of critic and the use
of pre determined fixed prices established on a
quasi-contractual basis to the greatest extent
feasible
.
d. facilitate increased cress-servicing, with more
economical use of facilities and avoidance of unnec-
essary duplication of facilities within the Depart-
ment ef Defense.
9
The Military Sea Transportation Service. The Mili-
tary Sea Transportation Service was established in 19l}-9 as
the result of the unification of the Army Transportation
Service and the Naval Transportation Service. MSTS provides
ocean-going transportation for personnel, cargo and. mail for
all agencies of the Department of Defense and for other




ncies and individuals authorized by the Secretary of the
Navy. In or& r to provide these services, MSTS maj itains
and operates a nucleus fleet, and as sole agent, • rrcures
commercial shippinj space sufficient to meet the needs of
the government agencies it serves.
The Military Sea Transportation Service v/as chartered
under the Navy Industrial Fund in 1951 after rnr ye ar of
operation under the Navy Management Fund. Its operatic ns
are financed from revenues generated thr u cl i cges made to
users of its services.
Pete rmining tariffs . The costs of one rati ens
incurred by MSTS are recovered through tariffs cbrrged to
customers. Ideallj7- this process nrcvides ocean transporta-
tion services to users at cost with nc resultent profit or
loss to MSTS. These tariffs err based en the customers'
anticipated volume and the MSTS budget for the next fiscel
1 1 r
.
In ab^ut August of each year, tie users of MSTS ser-
vices provide MSTS with an estimate of their needs for tie
coming fiscal year. MSTS computes an estimated ccst for the
services anticipated and notifies the users of their approx-
imate charges. In February the customers provide MSTS vrith
a more refined estimate of their anticipated reciuirenents
for the next fiscal year. Cn the basis of these revised
figures, MSTS determine s the type of shipping necessary to
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meet the requirements and prepare; i rating Force Plan.
Tliis plan establishes the portion of car^o, passengers, and
petroleum products to be moved by controlled and commercial
shippj i
,
and the number and types of controlled ships to be
operated. The law prohibits MSTS from moving less than %0%
of government owned or financed dry cargos vnd netrcleum in
privately owned U. S. Flagships, as long as they ai : e avail-
able at fair and reasonable rates. This must be ta 1ren into
eonsid< ration when pre -paring the Operating Force Plan.
Cost estimates are derived from the Operating Force
Flan. The MSTS Charter limits the items that may be
financed by MSTS. Such items as charter hire, maintenance,
and civilian salaries are oroperly charged as costs, while
military pay and allowances, new construction, and deprecia-
tion on fixed assets are prohibited, •*-* The costs of all
shipping prescribed in the Operating Force Plan and MSTS
overlie ad are computed to determine the total costs that must
be recovered through tariffs.
Tee MSTS consolidated budget is prepared and submit-
ted to the Navy Comptroller and the Deportment of Defense
Comptroller for review and approval in sufficient time to
have it acted upon before 1 July. When the budget is
approved, tariffs are established that will recover the
ilpor a rrior-e comprehensive detailing of allowable and




The rates determined are fixed to the users irrespec-
tive of the costs of the shipping used. Any profit and loss
generated by annual op< rations will be charged to capital as
long as these charges arc within reasonable levels. If
these levels arc exceeded, MSTS takes corrective action,
usually in the form of tariff or billing adjustments.
In addition to the normal point-to-point transnorta-
tic i ations, MSTS participates in special projects.
These project operations currently account for some
$30,000,000 in income and expenses annually. Host of these
shins are involved in survey work and special projects for
the Pacific Missile Range. Their services are billed at





The primary objective of the industrial fund is to
reduce the cost of the product or service being produced.
Industrial funds pattern their opr rations after private
enterorise and attempt to introduce like incentives into the
rations of the fund through the introduction of a "buyer-
seller" relationship. Specifically the funds are designed
to
:
1. Pay all costs of producing the product or ser-
vice .1
2. Improve cost control through flexible budgeting,
financing, and accounting for costs.
3. Obtain management advantages, incentives for
efficiency and economy, and lower costs attributed to the
"buyer" acting as critic of the "seller".
Il . Support the performance budget by facilitating
budgeting and reporting for the costs of end products thus
underlying the cost consequences of decision making,
including the choice between alternatives .2
^Lyon, log . cit.
^Department of Defense, Regulations Governing Indus -
trial Fund Operations (Department of Defense Directive
71i-10.1l of 17 July 195G), Washington, 1958, pp. 2-3.
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5. Control costs by varying the labor force and
inventory with the work load.
6. Establish predetermined end product prices, thus
establishing cost standards.
7. Facilitate cr^ss servicing and avoidance of
unnecessary duplication.
3
Buyer- selle ] rel ati^nships
A buyer- seller relationship is basic if the indus-
trial fund is to achieve its objectives. A true buyer-
seller relationship exists when the producer can seel: alter-
nate sources of work and the customer has some freedom of
choice of supplier .4
The MSTS is a provider of ocean-going transportation
services. It can produce such services itself or it can
contract with outside shippers for the services required.
Its flexibility to provide services is limited by the number
of government owned ships available, the length of time
required to activate and deactivate nucleus ships, the
availability of commercial shipping space, and the Cargo
Preference Act.
5





5'The Cargo Preference Act (50/50 Lav) requires that
not less than %0% of government-ovme d or financed cargos of
dry cargc and petroleum products be transported in privately
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MSTS can generally see'- the best and most economical way of
accomplishing its w : k by selecting the transportation
source best suited for the job.
Customer's wishing to transport persenncl cr goods may
choose between ocean or air trans rtation. In each case
they must deal only with the authorized managers. In the
case of ocean transoortation the manager is MSTS. Air
transportation is managed by the Military Air Transportation
Service. There is little choice between modes of transporta-
tion for most cargos. heavy, bulky cargrs can be trans-
nrrted economically only by ship. The shipper must utilize
MSTS or pay prohibitive transportation charges to have his
goods transported by MATS.
In a sense, however, the customer does have a wider
choice of supplier than m< rely choosing between MSTS and
MATS. MSTS, as manager,' acts as an agent for each of the
user services. As an agent, it is responsible for providing
ocean transportation to its customers at the lowest cost.
Based on the cust-mer's projected lift requirements, MSTS
schedules transportation services consistent with the law,
current market, and the route that best meets the user's
needs. In essence, MSTS acts for the customer in selecting
a scupc: of supply and at the same time encourages
owned U. S. flagships, to the extent that these are made
available at fair and reasonable rates.
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competition among the sources ef transportation service. In
this sense, a true buyer-seller relationship exists between
MSTS and its customer services.
The buyer- seller relationship between MSTS and its
customers is assisted by the monthly Shipper Service Confer-
ences conducted by MSTS. These conferences are attended by
representatives of the shipper services and the offices cf
the Secretaries of Defense and Navy. Participants in the
conference may question any phase of MSTS operations and
offer constructive criticisms pertinent to operating and
fiscal problem areas.
MSTS Accc unting
One of the purposes cf industrial funding is to make
governmental agencies more business-li^e . It is hoped that
introduction of the buyer-seller relationship will make all
the tools of modern management available to the fund mana-
gers. The strongest tools the manager hopes for are those
financial advantages gained from a modern, effective
accounting system.
Expenses . The MSTS system is essentially a direct
cost system. Its books contain direct expense acceunts for
the labor c 'sts of civilian marine employees, travel for
both military and marine employees, subsistence of passen-
gers, fuels, tolls, t)ilctage, damage claims, ship's equi-
page, maintenance, activation and inactivation cf ships, and

2k
charter and ship contract expenses. e overhead account Is
made up of indirect expenses and consists of all civilian,
employees' (exclusive of marine) labor costs, indoctrination
training expenses, travel expenses for all personnel
ashore, occupancy of premises, rent of equipment, office
expenses for consumables, transportation and handling of
MSTS owned materials and supplies ashore, communications,
public relations, automotive and water transportation oper-
ating expenses, office equipment and maintenance, medical
expenses for civilian personnel, cash in lieu of quarters,
and other overhead.
Variable costing . Such a system of accounting is a
direct costing, or more appropriately, variable costing
system. Variable costing is basically a device to permit
the segregation of fixed and variable cost components."
Those costs that vary directly with volume are classified as
variable, while those that do not are classed as period
costs. Period costs are associated with fixed factors kept
In readiness regardless of the actual volume of business and
are independent of short-run volume changes.
Some costs are readily definable as variable or
period, but many are semi-variable in nature. By careful
"Gordon Shillinglaw, Cost Accounting ; Analysis and
Control (Homewood: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1962) p. 621.
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analysis tl ese costs can be broken donn into their variable
and period c^nnrnents.
Variable costing provides for the charging of only
the variable c~sts to the products of the firm u! ile holding
the period costs separate. This approach allows full atten-
tion tr be dc voted to the effect which variable costs have
on the p: ofit and loss statement and supplementary opera-
tions rcn^rts. Variable costing provides information abcut
cost-volume-profit relationships in a form mere readily
understandable by management. It includes flexible budget-
ing, break-even analysis, and marginal income analysis.
Variable costing brings out costs that can be changed
by current operating decisions. It readily facilitates
break-ev< n analysis and points out the effect that manage-
ment's long-range policy decisions have en fixed costs. 7 It
si T rs how much each product or service contributes to fixed
crsts and -profits. It presents accounting and financial
reports in the form needed for pricing policy formulation,
product mix determination, and other decision mailing.
An analysis of the MSTS accounts quickly reveals that
the bulk of MSTS expenses fall in the category of variable
costs, and the remainder, comprising the overhead, are semi-
variable costs. Figure 1 compares the overhead expense for
7Break-even analysis involves determining the point
where revenues equal total expenses. At the break-even
point there is neither profit nor loss.
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the past ten years with total MSTS expenses for the same
period.o It can be seen that over expenses are respon-
sive to th< total exoensi s of MSTS; this is especially true
since 1957* Overhead expenses are nr-t directly variable
with volume but are semi-variable. It should h r noted,
however, that the overhead expenses ar^ear to hove become
increasingly more responsive tr volume in recent years.
Those truly fixed costs of MSTS are excluded, except
en statistical basis, from the MSTS accounting system and
are not reflected in MSTS costs; therefore, period costs
are not considered in MSTS pricing.
Budgets . The objectives of the industrial fund
include improved erst control through a flexible budget.
Variable costing p: ovides MSTS with a budget that is
flexible to the needs of the system. The MSTS budget is
compiled and approved annually. It is, however, so flexible
that it is referred to as a planning budget and is updated
once every thre e months.
Decision mahing . A second related objective is to
support the performance budget by facilitating budgeting and
reporting for the costs of end products, thus neinting out
8All data presented in this report was compiled from
the M3TS Financ ial and Statistical Report , part I and nart
II for the fiscal years 1955 through 1961j. and the MSTS
Financial Statement for the fiscal years 1961 through 1961)..
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the erst consequences of decision nc ' . Curcntly less
than 3% of MSTS total expenses are classified as serai-
variable. The balance, in excess of |I|.00,000,000 annually,
is directly accounted for by carrier and type. The cost
cc lsequences v" decisions are readil >arent to the
de c i s
i
en m al : e r s i ri th in MSTS
.
Break-even analysis. Break-even analysis, essential
to the objective of non-profit operations, is easily pro-
vided for under the current cost system. Tariffs may be
dct' rmined from the break-even analysis and standard prices
established as cost standards for MSTS. Tariffs can be
easily revised, based on up-to-date brea^-even analysis
reflection; cur-rent incerrrs and expenses.
The cost system used by MSTS is currently n^t a true
variable c<-st system. As nointed -ut, there is a small
ocrccntage of c^sts still classed as semi-variable with no
breakdown into their period and variable portions. It is an
extremely effective management tool that provides cost
information on which to base decisions and selecticn among
alternatives. The system used points cut trouble spots and
colls attention to areas needing corrective action.
Cc sts of services
Industrial funds operate to pay all the costs of pro-
ducing a service or a product and to provide this service or
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product at the lowest p ice. 9 Th< lonal Committee en
Governmental Accounting has recommend* tl at fixed bs
should be carried in the accounts of working capital funds
and that depreciation should b: rec gnized for unit erst
purposes. The Committet has also stated that depreciation
on general fixed assets should m t be reflected in the
accounts unless cash for replacem< nts can 1 gaily bo set
aside. 10 MSTS is currently prohibited by law from financ-
ing fixed, assets and does not include depreciation as a
cost of operation. It is fu: th< r 'ohibited from charging
the costs of military pay and allowances as costs of operat-
I tl system. Both costs are true costs of operating the
MSTS. The arguments for and against the exclusion of these
costs are lengthy and varied. It is not the purpose of this
paper to comment on the policies of authority outside of the
MSTS organization. It must be pointed cut, however, that
th costs of military personnel are direct and current costs
of operations. They are appropriated expenses of the armed
forces and the funding of a portion of the MSTS labor force
in this manner is contrary to the objectives of Secretary of
Defense Project 121. By excluding Military pay and allow-
ances and depreciation from the cost of operations, the
vLyon, op_. cit
.
, r> . 22.
^1QAppendix C contains a complete listing of the NCGrA




industrial fum es not pay all th< s of producing
services and fails to neet this objective of industrial
fundi:
C-ocrati rns at ccst
. Table I is a comparison cf the
annual incomes, expenses, and profits or losses of M3TS over
the past ten fiscal years. These figures include only those
actual expenses of KSTS and are exclusive of depreciation on
fixed assets and military pay and allowances. Profits cr
lrssos have not exceeded four per cent cf the annual income
in any of the nasi; ten years. The total profit for the
entire o i-iod is slightly greater then $10,000,000 on
fo., 200, 000, 000 of operations. This is a variance of about
two- tenths of one per cent.
The demand for transportation varies by the world
situation. By the same token, the price of c mm rcial ship-
ping varies by the demand for- and supply cf space available
mid th route to be serviced. It is often difficult for
shippers tc accurately forecast their future lift require-
ments and for MSTS to predict the cost of commercial ship-
ping. Tariff rates are set and approved annually; any
dification of these tariffs must be approved by the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). This par-
tially retards MSTS's inherent flexibility and causes tariff
changes to lag expense changes. When the uncertainties




MILITARY SEA TRA SPORTATION SERVICE INCOMES
EXPENSES, AND PROFITS FOR FISCAL YEARS
1955 THROUGH 1961+
Year Total inc ome Totrl cx-ociiscs Pre it (Lc; )
1961. L39,562,066 1+S1+, 851,91+8 (15,289,882)
1963 l|ij.5A96,Olj.8 1+1+3,950,237 1,511-5,811
1962 Ij.29, 278,312 l+2ij.,8l2,232 l+, 1+66, 080
1961 361,193,1+66 31+9,705,225 11,1+88,21+1
I960 355,783,376 358,635,796 (2,852,li20)
1959 1+23,011,1+18 l+ll+,607,691 8,li.03,727
1958 1+1+0,1+76,816 l+3l+,oo5,ooo 6,1+71,816
1957 1+71,601,1+78 1+77,211,256 (5,609,678)
1956 1+12,1+19,581 1+12,683,521+ (263,91+3)
1955 1+21+, 718,970 1+22, 91+6, 377 1,772,593
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assets s i< Hits ] arc arded, it must be
concluded that MSTS has met tic c bjective cf providing ser-
vices at cost.
1 p i id em o 1 c yc c s af1 c a
t
. The objectives
of industrial funds include cost control b„ varying the
labor force and inventories to meet the work load. Inven-
ies rs sucl are a miner item in the case of MSTS and are
not considered as indicative of the flexibility of the MSTS.
The civilian labor force is an indicative measure. By the
same token it must be borne in mine tl at any significant
increase in the marine labrr frrce means an increase in the
government owned ships in service and vice versa. Figure 2
is a graohic presentation comparing the annual dollar reve-
ues from MSTS nucleus ships with the number of civilian
employees afloat and USNS shins in service. The reader
should keep in mind that often MSTS nucleus ships are
assigned to the unprofitable runs. In the case of MSTS
manned tankers, the ships concerned are generally small AOG
types requiring crews almost as large as larger point-to-
point ships.
Tee number of MSTS nucleus shins in service has fol-
lowed the pattern of incomes generated from their services
since 1958* though the movement has not been proportional.
It can be seen that in all cases since 1958 when incomes







The number of employees afloat and the t( t) 1 MSTS
nucleus ship incomes are much more closely related than is
the relationship of the number of ships to income. In the
case of employees, the numbers have varied directly, though
not proportionately, with income for the past ten years.
The number of employe es afloat has only varied
directly with the number rf ships in service since 1958.
Prior tc that, there was nc predictable relationship between
these two resources.
Emp1 r ye e s ashore . Figure 3 is a comparison of the
total MSTS expenses and the number of employees ashore.
Total expenses are used as a measure by which cargo, passen-
gers, and p< troleum can be commonly measured. Nc conclu-
sions can be drawn as to the predictability of the relation-
ships that mav or may not exist between the MSTS work load,
as measured by total expenses, and the number of personnel
employed by the shore establishment. It would appear that
the number of civilian employees ashore is primarily depen-
dent upon factors other than the volume of shipping. The
nature of the work done and the inflexibility in varying the
worl f< ] c under civil service Is undoubtedly responsible
for a great portion of the absence of a direct relationship
be twee n shipping volume and the number of employees ashore.





employees declined, while during 1957 and 1958, the number
of employee a remained constant and expenses went up and down.
For the next three years, both went down, but not propor-
tionately. Prom 1961 to 1963, the number of employees con-
tinued the downward trend, tiut the total expenses went up.
During 1963, expenses and the number of employees both rose
slightly.
Approximately 83$ of the personnel employed by HSTS
are marine employees. This portion of the work force is
variable with the work load imposed upon the nucleus fleet
and historically has varied directly with the volume of
business done. The remaining 17$ are generally independent
of the work lead.
The remainder of this portion of the study deals with
costs of operations. These costs are expressed per 1,000
metric ton miles for cargo, 1,000 passenger miles for pas-
sengers, and 1,000 long ton miles for petrrleum.
Cost of tran spc rtatien
Figure ]i is a comparison of the costs of transporting
cargo, passengers, end petrcleum over the past 10 fiscal
years. These are weigl ted costs based on the costs and por-
tion moved by each type of carrier utilized. Since 1958 the
costs of transporting passengers and netroleum have been
decreasing while the costs of transporting cargo have
remained virtually constant. During this same period of
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time, the general 1 vel of price: been increasing.
Cargo transportation costs , The total crsts of
transporting cargos, agcrs, and petroleum arc a product
of the most utilized means of transportation. The costs of
all carriers do net necessarily follow the sane tre as
the average. Figure 5' compares the costs of transporting
all cargo with the costs of transporting cargo via MSTS
nucleus cargo carriers and the costs of transportation under
ship-ping contract. It should be noted that the dollar costs
of operating MSTS si ips cannot be directly compared to the
costs of commercial ships due to the nature cf the account-
ing systems one" the flexibility of coram* ] cial rates with
demand. However, it is felt that the trends of costs are
significant and that comparisons can be made en this basis.
The costs cf operating MSTS nucleus ships have
generally followed the average costs of transporting cargos
and have the same general cost pattern as the costs of ship-
ping contracts. About 60;'^ of the total cargo transported is
moved by commercial shipping contract, abcut 20$ by MSTS
nucleus ships, and the remainder by various commercial
means
.
Passenger transportation costs . Figure 6 compares
the total costs to transport all classes of passengers 1,000
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1,000 miles. The costs of tr.- ' all passengers shows
a downward trend commencing in 19|X. Troop transportation
costs folio T-j the same pattern as total passenger crsts. All
troops are transported on MSTS nucleus ships. The costs of
ansporting cabin class passengi rs are much more erratic
than the average but show a like downward trend.
Figure 7 breads the costs of transporting cabin pas-
sengers down into the costs of passengers transported by
MSTS and the costs of those transported by commercial means.
It can be seen that the costs of MSTS transported passengers
shew a downward trend while the costs of commercial trans-
portation are generally upward. The fact that MSTS has been
able to bring down the costs of transporting personnel would
seem to stem from the reductions in crsts realized from MSTS
nucleus ship operations. One consideration that should net
be overlooked is the number of commissioned ships carrying
passengers for MSTS. The cost of military pay and allow-
ances paid the crews of these ships is not financed by MSTS
and the resultant costs of transporting passengers are cor-
respondingly lower. In 195&> six of a total of twenty-nine
nucleus ships were commissioned ships while from 1961
through 1961l only three of sixteen ships were commissioned.
In addition, all passenger ships in the nucleus fleet have






Petroleum, transportation costs . Contractor operated
tarf-ers move about 25/o of the total no troleum transported
and about 88$ of all that is transported by the nucleus
fleet. Figure 8 compares the costs of MSTS nucleus tankers,
contractor operated tanhers, and the composite costs of all
movements. The costs of contractor operated tanhers have
almost exactly paralleled the average costs of transporting
fuel. The costs of operating the nucleus fleet have been
extremely variable showing an upward trend. 1955 reflects
a period when many ships of the nucleus fleet were being
laid up and costs roso to 16.88 per 1,000 L/T miles. The
nucleus fleet is made up of small AOG types operating on
short uneconomical routes. The nature of operations of




The financial operations of MSTS have been examined
in light of the objectives of industrial funds as stated at
the opening of the chapter. It was pointed out that the
fund as currently constituted does not pay the full cost of
MSTS operations, as the law prohibits MSTS from financing
military pay and allowances and taking depreciation on fixed
assets. MSTS did operate at cost when only the costs
authorized were considered. The MSTS accounting system was




management tools of variable costing that facilitate flexi-
ble budgeting and rrrvire the information necessary to
consider the cost consequences of decision making. Data
were presented which showed the HSTS marine work force to be
flexible t^ the work load imposed on the nucleus fleet.
Further- data were presentee that showed the ashore work
force to be apparently unaffected by changes in the total
work load. The tariffs derived from the MSTS budget serve
as cost standards for its operations. The ability of
industrial fund activities to produce at lower costs was
examined through a series of data which showed the downward
trend of costs for transporting petroleum and passengers.
The c^st of transporting cargo has remained constant in the




SUMMARY A.iD GONCLUSIO Li
Summary
Past studies of industrial funds have established the
objectives of the funds and the criteria for evaluating
them. One author has made specific recommendations for the
improvement of MSTS financial operations. It was pointed
out that these objectives and evaluation criteria, developed
for evaluating industrial funds in general, are not neces-
sarily appropriate for evaluating the Military Sea Trans-
portation Service.
The basic accounting the cries pertinent to MSTS
financial operations were examined. It was noted that pro-
prietary theory is the basis for the double entry, and for
the accounting equation: Assets = Liabilities 4- Ne t Worth.
Entity theory establishes the corporation as a legal entity
r< sponsible for its own actions. The fund theory is the
basis for the entire MSTS financial arrangement. It pro-
vides a fund of assets from which the activity operates in a
self-sustaining manner. The operations generate income
wl ich is used to reolace those assets consumed.
The Navy Industrial Fund is a consolidated working
capital fund from which MSTS is capitalized. MSTS finances
its operations by levying tariffs against its customers to
recover its operating costs. Ideally these tariffs return
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only the costs and generate no profit or loss.
The objectives by which MSTS financial operations can
be evaluated were developed. They include: (l) r ; all
the costs of producing the service, (2) improved cost con-
trol, (3) improved ma tent attributed to the buyer being
critical ef the operations of the seller, (1±) reporting of
costs by end pre duct, and {$) cost standards in the form of
esi t tariffs.
Conclusion s
MSTS financial operations were analyzed in the light
of thesi objectives and the following conclusions drawn:
1. That MSTS tariffs did net l n all the costs of
the services it provides. The costs cf capital equipment
and the pay and allowances of the military personnel
assigned to MSTS are not recovered by the tariffs levied.
MSTS is prohibited, by law, from financing these costs
although they are direct and true costs cf operations.
2. That the MSTS accounting system is essentially a
variable cost system. As such, it provides MSTS with flexi-
ble budgets and financial data in the form necessary for
break-even analysis and decision making.
3. That the costs of MSTS operations are controlled
by varying the w"ork force and the number cf ships in the
nucleus fleet with the work lead requirements. It was noted
that the civilian work force ashore was primarily responsive
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to influences ether than the work load. This portion of the
work force is comparatively small and accounts for a minor
portion cT b total MSTS expenses.
I;.. That the costs of transporting passengers and
troleura have shown a downward trend over the past ten
years while the crsts of transporting carg^ have remained
relatively constant.
5. That the costs of transporting cargos on MSTS
nucleus si ips have generally followed the total average
costs of transporting cargo.
6. That the costs of transporting passengers have
decreased over the past years, primarily due to the reduc-
tion in costs in the operations of the MSTS nucleus fleet.
7. That the reduction in costs realized in petroleum
transportation results from lower costs in the commercial
slip operations rather than the MSTS nucleus fleet.
Rec orame ndatiens for further- study
This study has determined the objectives of the
industrial fund as it apolies to the financial operations
of the MSTS and analyzed its financial operations. When
this study began, it had the additional goal of segregating
the annual savings resulting from improved internal opera-
tions from the total annual savings attributed to MSTS
operations under the Navy Industrial Fund. Although there
was never any q\i€ stion that operating MSTS under the Navy
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Industrial Fund has saved money in the total defence effort,
there was a question as to how much stimulus to imoroved
operations the Navy Industrial Fund had vided. Data
available provided little, if any, information on which to
base a conclusion. As a result, the question remains unan-
e re d
.
The answer to this question is worthy of further
study. If an accounting or funding system is to be totally
effective, it must stimulate economies within the funded
activity as well as in the defense effort as a whole.
Failure to do so would indeed be a s< rious shortcoming of
the system.
There is a questi on that occurred during the course
of tl is study. What are the consequences and implications
of financing all the true and direct costs of operating
M3TS? The costs of capital equipment and military nay and
allowances are true costs, and major items of expense to the
Government. The answer to this question requires research
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PURFCSES AND OBJECTIVES OP INDUSTRIAL FUNDS1
A. Industrial Funds are designed t< :
1. Provide a more effective means for controlling
the crsts rf goods and services required to be
produced or furnished by industrial-and commer-
cial-type activities, and a more effective and
flexible means for financing, budgeting, and
accounting for the costs tl i of (however, the
establishment of an improved accounting system
is not by itself a purpose justifying the
installation of an industrial fund);
2. Create and recognize "buyer-seller" .-elation-
ships b< tween industrial-and commercial-type
activities and those activities which budget for
and order the end-products or services, in order
to orevide management advantages and incentives
for efficiency and economy;
3. Provide to managers of industrial-and cemmer-
cial-type activities the financial authority end
flexibility required to procure and use manpower,
materials and other resources effectively;
]±. Encourage more cross- servicing among the mill-- •
tary departments and among their operating
agencies, with the aim of obtaining more econo-
mical use of facilities;
5. Sup-oort the performance budgeting concept by
facilitating budgeting and rery--rting for the
costs of end-products, and thus underlining the
cost consequences of decision making, including
choices between alternatives in such terms.
B. Specific objectives, when industrial funds are used,
include the following:
^Department of Defense, Regulations Governing Indus-
trial Fund. Operations ( Deoartment of Defense Directive
7Ll10.1l of 17 July 1956), Washington, 1956.
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1. To furnish managers of Industrial-and commer-
cial-type activities with modern management
tools comparable to those utilized by efficient
private enterprises engaged in similar types of
activities;
2. To provide an incentive for managers of indus-
trial fund activities to improve cost estimating
cost control through use of cost standards
by requiring a contractual relationship between
producer and ordering agencies;
3. Require alert, forward-looking financial plan-
ning at industrial- and commercial- type activi-
ties by making them ident financially on
reimbursements received for roods and services
furnished in fulfilling orders from customers;
!i. Impel producers of goods and services to control
costs in line with workloads actually generated
by customers' orders, varying the labor force
and inventories accordingly and avoiding the
tendency to maintain a labor force and inven-
tories without regard to fluctuations in work-
load levels, ta" 1 ing into consideration the
prescribed wartime capability requirements;
5. To coordinate the financial aspects of detailed
estimating and planning for job performance in
terms of material requirements and labor opera-
tions, preduction scheduling and control, and
procurement and inventory control, with budget-
ing and cr<st control;
6. To establish and use realistic cost standards as
targets rather than detailed cost limitations;
7. Require ordering agencies to budget, control and
account for the cost of all goods and services
ordered, rather than allow them to obtain free
goods and services; this requirement is designed
to instill in the officials of these agencies a
g3 :cater sense of responsibility and self-
restraint in limiting their orders, and balanc-
ing the cost of specific goods and services to
be ordf red against the benefits and advantages
of their procurement, especially in the light of
alternative or competing demands;
8. To place ordering agencies in the position of
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critic of purchase p: ices (i.e., coats of Der-
forming rctivities) as well as quality and
delivery- speed of the roods and services ordered
in consideration of relative costs of similar
performing activities and outside agencies;
9. Provide meaningful bills to ordering agencies,
clearly relating th< goods and services
furnished by a performing activity to the
charges rendered, causing the ordering agencies
to assess their procurement practices and
specifications in full awareness of the costs
involved;
10. Enable ordering agencies to budget and account
on an "end-product" basis (the same as when buy-
ing from commercial contractors), simplifying
budget presentations, budgetary control, and
accounting procedures for both producers and
orde ring a,^ e nc i c s
;
11. To establish, wherever feasible, predetermined
prices (tariff schedules, price lists, fixed-
price orders) for goods and services furnished
by industrial fund activities, thus setting
standard prices on performance and enabling
ordering agencies to plan and budget mere con-
fidently;
12. To encourage management of ordering agencies to
improve program planning and scheduling, in
resnr-iis: to producers 1 efforts to negotiate for








Military Sea Transportation Service is authorized to
finance its ope rations beginning 1 July 1951 under the Navy
Industrial Fund in accordance with Sec' 'Of of the
National Security Act of 19)|-7» as amended, and Department of
Defense Regulations dated 13 Jul. I'/h c v; bl t i aera-
tions of working-capital funds for industrial- raid commer-
cial-type establishments. This document constitutes the
charter of Military Sea Transportation Service In accord-
ance with the provisions of paragraph l\. of the Regulations.
II DIRECTION AND CONTROL
Military Sea Transportation Service has been estab-
lished as an activity within the Department of the Navy,
pursuant to Secretary of Defense directive dated 2 August
19lh9. As such it has the status of both a command activity
and a procuring activity. As a part of the Operating Forces
of the Navy, the Military Sea Transportation Service is
responsible through its Commander to the Chief of Naval
Operations. As a procuring activity, the Military Sea Trans-
portation Service Is responsible through its Commander to
the Assistant Secretary of the Navy.
Ill MISSION
The mission of the Military Sea Transportation Ser-
vice; pursuant to the aforementioned directive of the
Secretary of Defense, is:
(a) To provide under one authority, the control, oper-
ation and administration of sea transportation for
personnel and cargo of the Department of Defense
(excluding that transported by units of the Fleet)
and as authorized or directed for other Government
agencies of the United States subject to policies
and priorities issued by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff;
(b) To prepare plans for its employment and expansion
in time of national emergency based upon the
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policies and directives of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and appropriate agencies of the Department
of Defense and to maintain a basic organization
capable of expansion tc implement such plans;
(c) And tc consult with the appropriate agencies of
the Department of Defense in coordinating execu-
tion of approved emergency plans requiring the
services, facilities, and personnel of commercial
sea carriers and in negotiating therefor.
IV PUNCTIC MS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Pursuant to the aforementioned directive of the
Secretary of Defense, Military Sea Transportation Service is
responsible fer:
1. The control, operation and administration of govern-
ment owned vessels assigned, end all other vessels
acquired for the purpose of providing a nonccmba-
tant carrier service of ocean transportation cf
personnel and material for the Armed Services, and,
as authorized, for all other government agencies of
the United States, subject to directives of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions.
2. The establishment, control, and administration of
organization units ashore, worldwide, necessary for
the administration and operation cf MSTS. (Exist-
ing organizations and facilities of the three
Services will be utilized by MSTS as is practicable
and necessary and as directed by the Secretary of
Defense
. )
3. The procurement of vessels outside the MSTS fleet
by bareboat, time and Voyage charter, and the pro-
curement of -oassenger and cargo space In commercial
shipping as found necessary.
I±. The establishment of an adequate system for report-
ing requirements for sea transportation of i-iassen-
gers and cargo, and for such other operational
information as considered by MSTS to be necessary
for the efficient employment of MSTS vessels, and
for the chartering of commercial vessels and the
procurement of passenger and cargo space in com-
mercial vessels.
5. The administration of priorities for sea
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transpc rtaticn of material and personnel of the
Armed Services in accordance with the policy
established and guidance provided by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.
6. In coordination with pertinent government agencies,
the preparation of recommendations for the design,
specifications, and equipment of MSTS vessels. In
collaboration with pertinent government agencies,
the making of studies, analyses and recommendations
for the improvement and standardization of sea
transport control practices, procedures, reports,
forms and coordination of traffic movements.
7. The control and administration of maintenance,
repair, and alteration cf all government owned
vessels assigned to MSTS nlus the maintenance and
repair of vessels under bareboat charter.
8. The preparation of subsidiary plans for the employ-
ment and expansion cf MSTS in time of national
emergency. These plans will be coordinated with
those of the bureaus and offices of the Navy Depart-
ment, the Shore Establishment and the Operating
Force s by the Chief of Naval Operations and inte-
grated with the overall Navy Planning System. In
such planning, policies and directives issued by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Munitions Board
will be used as guidance. The execution of such
plans requiring the services, facilities, and
personnel of commercial sea carriers, and negotia-
tions thereff^r is the responsibility of the
Commander, MSTS.
9. The development and maintenance, in consonance with
applicable policies and procedures, of such cost
accounting records and operational statistics as
will reflect the degree of efficiency and economy
of the operations conducted by MSTS and. shows the
utilization of funds, manpower and equipment
assigned to MSTS. This information will be made
available to all interested agencies of the Depart-
ment of Defense.
10. The determination of the requirements of MSTS with
respect to personnel, equipment, material, facili-
ties and services, and advising the Chief of Naval
Operations in these matters.
11. The preparation of budgetary and other fiscal
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requirements of MSTS as coordinated with partici-
pating agencies In accordance with directives
issued by the Navy Cemotroller
.
12. The administrative control of funds received by
transfer, by reimbursement or received in payment
for services rendered in consonance with rolicies
directed by the Secretary of Defense.
13. The approval of stowage plans and their proper
implementation. The Armed Service concerned will
have r< presentation with MSTS in the preparation of
detailed stowage plans affecting the shipments made
by that service. The movement of Armed Services
cargo to the side of the vessel is a responsibility
of the Department ox-jning the cargo. Stevedoring
service will be arranged for by the port command
when government pert facilities are being utilized.
Stevedoring service will be arranged for by the
Department owning the cargo when commercial port
facilities are used. The responsibility for the
implementation and execution of loading and
unloading re sts with the activity furnishing the
stevedoring services. The responsibility of MSTS
for cargo begins when the cargo is finally stowed
on board and accepted by the commanding officer,
and terminates when the cargo is accepted free on
board ship at destination.
111.. The coordination between the Services and MSTS of
the booking of -oassenger-s and cargo. The Armed
Service concerned will have representation with
MSTS in the approval of detailed plans affecting
the movement of its personnel and cargo.
15. The control of all passengers on MSTS vessels. By
agreement between MSTS and the Armed Service con-
cerned, administrative control may be exercised
through Commanders of personnel assigned by the
Armed Service concerned. The responsibility of
the MSTS begins when the passenger embarks on the
vessel anci terminates when the passenger disem-
barks from the vessel.
16. The coordination of MSTS activities with the admin-
istration, management and operational control of
pert facilities. Such harbor tugboats and harbor
facilities as are available and are necessary in
connection with the operation of vessels will be
provided for the use of MSTS through mutual
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agreements of all Departments concerned and as
local conditions permit
•
17. Such other functions and responsibilities as may
be assigned.
V. SERVICES A„TD CUSTOMERS
Military Sea Transportation Service, in harmony with
its basic mission is autl orized to render ocean transporta-
tion services to all agencies of the Department cf Defense;
to other Governmental Departments and other Governmental
agencies or instrumentalities, such as, but not necessarily
limited to, MDAP, ECA, CRIK, IRO, when the movement of per-
sonnel or materiel is sponsored by one of the agencies of
the Department of Defense or is authorized by high author-
ity.
VI BASIS OP CHARGING FOR SERVICES
MSTS is authorized to bill each agency to x^hom ser-
vices are rendered at least monthly. During the first
quarter cf Fiscal Year 19!?2 the monthly billings may be
accomplished on the basis of a summary bill arrived at
through an equitable allocation of monthly costs against
the lift transported in that period. During this period
memorandum billings shall be comouted by MSTS based on tar-
iff rates and other factors designed to recover its overall
cost cf rendering the cervices on the one hand and to assure
equitable charges (to the extent deemed practicable) to all
users of the services on the other hand. Such tariff rates
shall be determined in accordance with principles set forth
in the Industrial Fund Regulations excrpt that nc surcharges
will be made for statistical costs on services billed to
agencies outside the Department of Defense for the time
being.
Monthly reports for the m nths of July and August
shall be prepared by MSTS showing a comparison between the
billings actually made during each month and the m randum
billing based on tariff rates. Prior to 30 September ] ':'].,
a decision will be made by the Assistant Secretary <
f
Defense (Comptroller) with resnect to a permanent basis for
billing for services rendered.
VII COSTS AUTHORIZED TO BE FINANCED
Military Sea Transportation Service is not authorized
to finance definitively under the Navy Industrial Fund, costs
of the following:
(a) New construction and conversion of ships;
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(b) Pay raid allowances of military personnel attached
to Military Sea Transportation Service;
(c) Proration of overhead of Bureau or Officer of the
Pepartraent of the Navy, In connection with ser-
vices rendered to Military Sea Transportation
Service. however, this prohibition does not
relate to items of direct expenses incurred spe-
cifically for the rendition of such services;
(d) Expenses for official representation (entertain-
ment of foreign officials, etc., incurred in
reciprocation;
j
(e) Military characteristics of ships, such as arma-
ment and amphibious gc ar;
(f) Battle damage repairs on M3TS ships.
Nothing crntained herein shall be construed to pro-
hibit Military Sea Transoortation Service from financing
initially, subject to specific reimbursement, under the Navy
Industrial Fund, costs related to the foregoing, when
authorized to so do by the Secretary of Defense or the
Secretary of the Navy. Such authorization shall bo predi-
cated on all of the following conditions:
(a) Emergency conditions, requiring immediate action
in the interest of National Defense;
(b) The ability of Military Sea Transportation Service
to finance such costs out of its Industrial Fund
cash balance, without irrroa.iring its liquidation of
short-term and long-term commitments incurred or
to be incurred pursuant to the performance of its
mission, and without requesting an increase in its
wording capital.
(c) The established ability of the activity, which
would normally finance such costs, to reimburse
Military Sea Transportation Service from the cur-
rent year's appropriation or other funds currently
available to it, within a reasonable length of
tine. The determination as to what is a reason-
able length of time shall give clue consideration
to representations of the Military Sea Transporta-
tion Service as to the dates on which it will
require such reimbursement in part or in entirety




Military Sea Transportation Service is authorized to
enter into contracts including long-terra contracts as may
be necessary in the best interests of economy and/or
National Defense for materials and services provided that
ti e cash requirements to liquidate the contingent liability
for undelivered materials or services under such contracts
plus other commitments and liabilitir s will not exceed the
total of available cash ^lus anticipated receipts for the
same pe riod.
X COLLECTIONS
Military Sea Transportation Service is authorized to
credit the Navy Industrial Fund with collections represent-
ing the cost of stores, supplies, materials or equipment
furnished and of services rendered cr work performed,
including applicable administrative expenses, and any other
receipts as may be authorized by law.
XI ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Military Sea Transportation Service shall employ such
financial and accounting methods and procedures as will best
serve its needs in the effective handling of its transac-
tions and utilization of accounting data as a guide to good
managemc nt and in rendering such reports on its financial
status and the results of its cost of operations as may be
prescribed by the Secretary of Defense end Secretary of the
Navy from time to time.
In general, its accounting system shall be a double-




Working capital to finance the operations of Military
Sea Transportation Service will be provided as follows:
(a) An allocation of the Navy Industrial Fund to the
project cash account of Military Sea Transporta-
tion Service in the amount of $100,000,000"".
(b) Military Sea Transportation Service is authorized
to capitalize its inventories of materials and
supplies, subsistence stores, fuel oil, etc.,
ashore and afloat, on hand as of the date of
commencement of operations under the Navy Indus-
trial Fund, with a concurrent credit to the corpus
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of the Panel. Because the quantities carried
aboard MSTS ships are essentially only the
requirements to compl te a voyage and replenish-
ment approximates consumption, no adjustments to
the cash allocation requested in (a) above is
required.
(c) The annual leave accruec tc civilian employees
estimated at $3,14-00,000 at commencement of
operations under Navy Industrial Fund shall be
recognized initially as a liability in the
accounts of Military Sea Transportation Service.
(d) The amount of indemnity so If-insurance estimated
at $h, 000, 000 pertaining to Maritime Administra-
tion ships time chartered to Military Sea Trans-
portation Service, at commencement of operations
shall be recognized initially as a liability in
the accounts of Military Sea Transportation Ser-
vice
.
The initial allocation of cash will be adjusted sub-
sequently as authorized by the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Comptroller), to meet justified needs.
XIII EXCEPTION TO REGULATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS COVERING
OPERATION UNDER WORKING-CAPITAL FUNDS FOR INDUSTRIAL-
AND COMMERCIAL- TYPE ESTABLISHMENTS (INDUSTRIAL FUNDS),
APPROVED 13 JULY 1950
Military Sea Transportation Service is authorized to
deviate from the requirements of the Regulations as to:
(a) Paragraphs 5(j) and 7(g) in that acquisitions of
ships' equi-nage and the relatively minor items of
furniture and equipment required in its shore
activities may be charged to expense.
(b) Paragraph 7(e)(2) in that the amount te be reim-
bursed for services performed for other Government
denartments and instrumentalities need not include
proration of military nay and allowances, depre-
ciation and other elements of statistical cost as
found in Section VI hereof.
/s/W. J. McNEIL
Assistant secretary- or Derense




PRINCIPLES AI-iD PROCEDURES Pi F MUNICIPALITY
AND RELATED UrllT ACCOUNTING
The National Coinmltti i Governmental Accounting has
recommended that the fcllowinj inciples and procedures be




1. The accounting system should make it possible (l) to
show that 1- gal provisions have been complied with
and (2) to reflect the financial condition and the
financial operations of tbe governmental unit.
2. If 1 gal and sound accounting provisions conflict,
legal provisions should govc n but the finance offi-
cer should see^- to obtain changes in the law to
bring it into harmony with sound principles.
3. The general accounting system should be en a double-
entry basis with all transactions summarized in a
general ledger supported by subsidiary records where
appropriate
.
J|. Funds should be established consistent with legal
provisions and requirements of sound financial
administration, but tbe number of funds should be
kept at a minimum to avoid undue inflexibility.
5. The budget document and financial re-ports should
recognize the following tym s of funds to the extent
required: (l) General, (2) Special Revenue, (3)
Bond, ([|_j Special Assessment, (5) Sinking. (6) Work-
ing Capital, (?) Trust and Agency, and (8) Utility
or Other Enterprise.
1-Wilbert E. Karrenback and Harry Simons, Advanced
Accounting Compr ehe n s ive Vol urne (Cincinnati: South-Western
Publishing Company, 1961) pp. 782-781}..
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6. A complete balancij- oup of accrunts should be
established for eacl und, including all of the
accounts to set forth financial condition and oper-
ations and to reflect compliance with legal pro-
visions
.
7. With the exception of Working Capital, Utility or
Other Enterprise, or Trust Funds, fixed assets
should not be carried in the same fund with current
assets but should be set up in a self-balancing
group of accounts known as the General Fixed Assets
Group cf Account; similarly, except in Special
Assessment and Utility Funds, long-term liabilities
should not be carried in the same fund with current
liabilities but should be shown in a separate self-
balancing group of accounts known as the General
Bonded Debt and Interest Group of Accounts.
8. Fixed assets should be maintained at original cost,
or at estimated cost when original cost is not
available; in the case of gifts, assets should be
maintained at the appraisal value at the time
received.
9. Depreciation en general fixed assets should not be
reflected in the accounts unless cash for replace-
ments can legally be set aside; however, deprecia-
tion may be recognized for unit cost purposes and
for memorandum purposes.
10. The accounting system should provide for budgetary
control for both revenues and expenditures, and
financial statements should include such budgetary
information.
11. The accrual basis for revenues and expenditures is
recommended to the extent applicable: revenues par-
tially offset by provisions for estimated losses
should be recognized when earned even though not
received in cash; expenditures should be recognized
as S'-on as liabilities are incurred.
12. Revenues should be classified by fund and source;
expenditures should be classified by fund, function,
department, activity, character, and by main classes
of objects in accordance with standard classifica-
tions
.
13. Cost accounting systems should be established wher-
ever crsts can be measured; depreciation should be
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recognized in determining unit costs.
Ik. Common terminology and classification should be
used consistently throughout the budget, the
accounts, and the financial reports.
Procedures
:
1. Acer unts should be centralized under the direction
of one officer who should be responsible for keep-
ing or sun ervi sing all accounts and preparing and
issuing all financial reports.
2. Budgets are essential for the proper management of
the affairs of the governmental unit and should be
preoared even if not required by law; fund distinc-
tions should be made in such budgets.
3. As soon as purchase orders of contracts are signed,
obligations should be recorded as encumbrances of
the funds and appropriations effected.
k. Inventories of both consumable and oermanent proper-
ties should be kept in subsidiary ledgers controlled
by accounts in the general accounting system; physi-
cal inventories should be taken at least annually,
and accounts and records brought into agreement with
such inventcrie s
.
5. Accounting for municipal business enterprises should
follow the standard classifications employed by
similar private enterprises: accounting for public
institutions should follow the standard classifica-
tions for such institutions.
6. Financial reports should, be prepared monthly or
oftener to show the current condition of budgetary
accounts and the other information necessary to con-
trol operations, and a general financial report
should, be prepared and. publicized at least once a
year.
7. Financial reports of all municipalities of similar
size and type should be- generally uniform.
8. A periodic audit by independent accountants is
desirable
.







